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Abstract 

Now a day’s privacy preservation is the big issue on growing 

big data in various field such as medical, engineering and 

physical with the fast growing network. One of the most 

important challenges in handling big data is security issues. 

To overcome such security issues cryptographic concepts 

have been used in this paper to provide high security of big 

data’s with the low consumption of time for both encryption 

and decryption process. In this paper the proposed method is 

Indexed RSA (IRSA) which is developed with modified 

scheme. We offered a method to index the keyword before 

encrypting the file and based on the indexed keyword the 

search has been done. Finally the security analysis was carried 

out and the analysis showed that our modified scheme can 

meet the security requirement against brute force attack and 

SQL injection attack. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Big data has large set of data which are complex, 

heterogeneous, unstructured and disorganized with the 

multiple independent sources. These days, the concept of big 

data is rapidly growing in all fields such as engineering, 

science, medical, social domains including biological, 

physical and biomedical sciences with the fast development of 

the networking, data collection and data storage capacity 

[Irshad  et al., 2015]. Typically the big data are 

heterogeneous, i.e., all object in the big data is multimodel  

[Bertino E.  2014].  It includes several interconnected kinds of 

objects include audios, texts, and images. Due to the 

structured and unstructured data it results in high 

heterogeneity.  While they are interrelated with each other it 

carries different information [Zhang et al., 2016]. Now a days 

it is a big issue for maintaining such big data’s though every 

day more and more attacks to grab the important 

information’s from internet and thus it takes more efforts for 

such data security. These efforts includes the designing the 

new algorithms for encryption and security systems [Mehta B. 

B & Rao, U.P. 2016].  

Cryptography is the art and technique of  preserving privacy 

and security of information / data. Cryptosystems are of two 

types such secret-key system and public key system. In secret 

key the encryption and decryption are done with same key 

where as in public key it is done by different keys. Secret key 

system is also called symmetric cryptosystem and public key 

is known as asymmetric cryptosystem. Secret key system is 

easy to implement but suffers from key distribution, 

authentication and non repudiation problems. The public key 

resolves the issues of secret key system. RSA cryptosystem is 

the most popular approach in the public key cryptosystem.  

The RSA cryptosystem was developed in 1977 by Ronald L. 

Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman at MIT and first 

published in 1978 [Rivest et al., 1978]. 

The most commonly used algorithm for the data encryption 

and digital signature application is RSA algorithm. Chaotic 

systems in encryption is one of the most significant methods 

used in the maintenance of data security.  It is a matter of 

debate that  the science of the chaos and cryptology are 

closely coupled, due to the sensitive dependence on the initial 

conditions and control parameters of the chaotic systems.  

 

RELATED WORKS 

There are numerous literatures have been studied based on the 

RSA encryption and other privacy preserving algorithms. 

Yuan and Tian (2017) presented  K means clustering scheme 

based on  Map Reduce in cloud computing. Even though the 

scheme is perfect in getting accuracy in clustering and speed 

that are comparable to the K-means clustering, it fails in 

protecting privacy of the data. They have implemented the 

system with 5 million data objects. The implementation 

demonstrates that the scheme is scalable, efficient and 

accurate for K-means clustering for large-scale dataset. 

Zhang et al., (2017) made a high-order PCM scheme for 

heterogeneous clustering of data. They have used  cloud 

servers to improve the efficiency of clustering big data by 

presenting a distributed HOPCM scheme based on Map 

Reduce. Further they developed Privacy Preserving Higher 

Order PCM using BGV encryption to preserve privacy of the 

big data. The implementation results show that  PPHOPCM 

can cluster big data by using the cloud computing technology 

without disclosing privacy.  

Manjusha and Harikumar (2016) made a comparative study 

on the performance of KNN classifier and K- means 

clustering in classifying the epilepsy risk level of epileptic 

patients using EEG signals. The parameter estimated here is 

the power spectral density of the EEG signals and 

dimensionality reduction. This  is carried out for these spectral 

values. They made the classification using both KNN and K 

means clustering. The experiment proved that k-means 

performs better than KNN.  

Li et al., (2017) devised a high-order neuro fuzzy c means 

algorithm  to cluster heterogeneous data in cloud. This is 
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developed as an advance work of PPHOPCM,  For the 

encryption of the data they have used BGV encryption. The 

method was enhanced by  employing the cloud computing. 

Experiment simplified that PPHOFCM outperforms 

PPHOPCM for clustering heterogeneous data in IOT. But the 

scheme is not feasible for noisy data though it is highly 

scalable.  

Lou et al., (2014) presented DPQR algorithm. This is based on 

data perturbation and query restriction. This base is achieved 

through multi-parameters perturbation. The processing of data 

is done different ways so as to preserve the privacy using 

various parameters. The algorithm reduces the time 

complexity getting by the adjacency matrix recursive relations  

and matrix block method The experiment and results show 

that the execution efficiency of DPQR is highly improved 

over the MASK algorithm. But this DPQR handles only 

Boolean data and not found suitable for numerical and other 

types of data.  

Zhu et al., (2016) proposed a practical privacy preserving 

frame work called eDiag. This is with the help of nonlinear 

kernel SVM and the data used is medical data.   The model is 

introduced on an improved expression for the nonlinear 

support vector machine. They have incorporated the 

techniques of lightweight multi-party random masking and 

polynomial aggregation techniques. For the unregistered user, 

the query is answered directly at the service provider without 

decryption and for the registered user the result can be 

decrypted, meanwhile the query result is consistent with that 

of un-privacy-preserving scheme.  

Lin et.al (2017) constructed an efficient CL-PKE 

(certificateless public key encryption) scheme from RSA 

which is the defacto internet standard. The security is based 

on a variant of RSA known as Kilian–Petrank’s RSA 

assumption. The proposed CL-PKE algorithm is based on the 

nature BDHP difficulty assumption and therefore avoids 

paring computation on elliptic curves, which is the most 

expensive operation in the encryption algorithm. In CL-PKE 

algorithm, the selective-ID model is applied instead of the 

random oracle model. 

 Even RSA outperforms in giving privacy and security, it is 

rarely used in big data’s because of computation time. It is 

mainly used in various fields such digital signatures. Some 

components, such as multi-leveled equations, tables and 

graphics are not prescribed, although the various table text 

styles are provided.  To tackle above problems this paper 

proposes an IRSA encryption algorithm for big data privacy 

preservation. In our proposed method it reduce the 

computational time and the proposed method creates indexes 

that help the user to get the required documents in a secure 

environment. 

 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Privacy has turn out to be a substantial  problem  as there are 

numerous applications of big data are intensely growing. Big 

Data  has enormous volumes of diverse data which is created 

at excessive speeds. As data is generated at higher speeds and 

in huge sizes we are in need of a fresh set of tools and 

application to execute and succeed the data. The existing 

system is time consuming and lengthy.  Besides they are not 

validated on larger actual data sets . The complexity of 

encryption and decryption of the cryptographic techniques has 

to be reduced which in turn does not reduce the security level 

of the encrypted data To the Sensitive Data, the data must be 

encrypted before subcontracted to guard user’s and company’s 

privacy, but the encrypted data can’t be examined over old 

search method. Moreover the security algorithms have been 

applied to prevent from common attacks against IRSA 

algorithm.  

 

METHODOLOGY  

We have implemented a new method for preserving privacy of 

data. This is to index the keyword before encrypting the file 

and based on the indexed keyword the search will be done. If 

a fresh search is made then the index is explored and based on 

the index. The confidentiality of the novel scheme will be 

preserved and computation complexity of the novel scheme 

will also be decreased. In our method indexes are used  

instead of actual values of public and private keys at the time 

of communication between sender and receiver. The proposed 

system consists of five modules 1. Indexing the data/file 2. 

Key Generation 3. Encryption 4. Search the file based on 

index  5. Decryption. 

Indexing  

Our algorithm creates index based on keyword. The following 

details are contained in the key word: a) ID of the file that 

contains particular keyword b) Frequency of the keyword in 

the particular file c) The length of file  d) Score of relevance  

e) Total number of files which contains number of key word.  

Key Generation  

a) Let a and b are two prime number such that a  not = b  

b) Find k = a*b 

c) Find ø (k) = (a -1) x (b-1). 

d) Choose integer p whose gcd (Ø (k), e) = 1; 1 < e <Ø (k). 

e) Find q = ℮-1 (mod Ø (k)). 

f) Create Public key PU = {e, k}. 

Encryption 

The proposed system encrypt the file with random bits sizes 

of RSA like 1024, 2048, 4096 bits. As the collections are 

encrypted with random bits sizes, it will be difficult to decrypt 

without a key. The encrypted file is indexed with the 

keywords that are in the files so when the search is made the 

files need not decrypt every time. It will check the index and 

decrypt the selected files. If the key is not provided then the 

decryption will be aborted. In this way secure communication 

are provided with this proposed method. 

Search the file Based on Index 

As the encrypted data is indexed with the keywords, we can 

search the data/file according to the index and also decrypt the 

selected file/data. The algorithm will check the index and 

decrypt only those files which are needed. 
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Decryption  

Since RSA is a asymmetric cryptographic method, the party 

should use private key for the decrypting the data. The 

algorithm generates public and private key. It will be stored 

either in memory or in a cryptographic key container. Let A 

and B are two parties and A sends public key to B, using that 

B encrypts the data and send back to A. Using private key 

which B used for encryption A can decrypt the data 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

We conducted experiment to evaluate the efficiency of the 

proposed IRSA. Experiments were carried out on  adult data 

set taken from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository - UCI 

Machine Learning.  The data sets used for experiments 

consists of different sizes such as 25 GB, 40 GB, 100 GB and 

200 GB. 

 

Original Image 

 

 

Encrypted Image 

 

 

Decrypted Image 

Security analysis  

According to the three attack approaches the security analysis 

of IRSA has been investigated. During the experiment, we 

have tried with all possible combinations of private key for 

brute force attack. In the original RSA, the probability of 

failure against this attack is decreased considerably by 

choosing exponents larger than 2048 bits but the IRSA  

algorithm has significant resistance brute force attack even 

with 1024 bits exponents. SQL injection is one of the top 

security threats. The injection can alter, add, delete 

information in the database or it can delete the entire database. 

The IRSA has high efficient resistance against the SQL attack 

and even with the high bits exponents.  

Performance Analysis 

Fig 2 below shows the time taken for generating key using 

IRSA algorithm.  As the data size increase up to 200 GB, the 

key generation time almost goes steady for the IRSA 

algorithm compared to other two methods. And again for all 

the cases taken here, the key generation time is lesser for 

IRSA than other two procedures. Fig 3 and Fig 4 shows the 

encryption time and decryption time used for preserving 

privacy. In this performance, in all the cases IRSA takes less 

time for encryption and decryption and complexity also is 

reduced.  
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Figure 2. Comparative Analysis of Key Generation time 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparative analysis of Encryption time 

 

 

Figure 4. Comparative analysis of Decryption time 
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CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we proposed the privacy preserving algorithm 

for big data with the modification in the RSA algorithm by 

indexing the keywords called IRSA. Based on the indexed 

keyword the search has been done. The fresh search was made 

then the index was explored and based on the index. The 

results showed that the novel scheme preserved the big data 

security and also computational time and complexity was also 

decreased. Finally the security analysis was done to know the 

attack resistance against SQL and brute force attacks. Thus 

the security analysis showed that our modified scheme met the 

security requirement and proved that the proposed algorithm 

is highly secure and not easily breakable as compared to RSA. 
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